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The agenda for today

1. The historic background

2. The organisation as a machine

3. The organisation as an organism

4. Why it matters – The world top 100

5. Why it matters – The world’s key issues

6. Dynamic Responsibility

7. A way forward



Businesses are constantly evolving

Connectivity Age

Information Age

Industrial Age

Mercantile Age

Agrarian Age
Ownership

Trade

Production

Data Control

Relationality

Source: Andreas Wasmuht



The ‘modern’ mechanistic approach 
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• A closed system

• The future is determined by the past

• Cause and Effect are integral

• The system (business, economy) is designed

• The system can be predicted

• The system can be controlled

• It can be deconstructed into its parts to 
analyse the system

• Standardisation, process and procedure

• Repetition 

‘The clockwork economy & business’

The whole equals the sum of its parts
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The ‘modern’ mechanistic approach 

• The economy as a Bath Tub

• Monetary & Fiscal policy as hot and cold 
taps to manage the economy

• Savings are seen as ‘leakage’ that escapes 
the system

• The economy is adjusted through binary 
levers

• Still used in textbooks today as a 
representation of the economy



The ‘modern’ mechanistic approach 

Source: Andreas Wasmuht - Andrew A Crest, A Different Future

• Generation of added value through the 
transformation of factors of production (including 
labour) into goods and services through 
investment of capital

• Goods & Services are purchased by households 

• Profits are reinvested by firms in factors of 
production to drive future growth and profit 
streams that increase capital

• Ignores ‘external’ factors, such as social, political 
and ecological impacts



GDP

Av. Price

The ‘modern’ mechanistic approach 

• Demand and Supply  driven by simple 
factors

• Ideal and normal position  is the 
equilibrium

• Re-establishing equilibrium is the desired 
position

• Negative (control) type feedback returns 
the economy into equilibrium

• Macro-Economics leads Micro-Economics

• Modelling has been based on 
Econometrics

• Individual firm behaviour is also based on 
demand and supply 

Demand & Supply

Source: Andreas Wasmuht 



The ‘modern’ mechanistic approach 

System

Process

Control

• The organisation as a machine

• Factors of production are seen as 
interchangeable due to mechanisation

• Focus is on the efficiency, rather than the 
effectiveness of the system

• Stability and repeatability are key

• As a result, learning and innovation is 
limited

• New entrants with low barriers to entry 
can disrupt the market

• E.g. Retail, Services, Technology

Mechanistic           Deterministic            Designable              Controllable             Predictable          Reducible  Standardisable        

The Corporate ‘Sausage’ Machine

Source: Andreas Wasmuht 

Inputs

Outputs



The world is an Ecology - complex & dynamic

• Businesses are dynamic and open environments
• Connectivity and interactivity are increasing

exponentially, creating feedback loops
• This represents its own ecology and ecosystem, rather 

than a mechanistic and determined system
• This is constantly in change and formation through 

the interaction of agents where possibilities are 
realised

• Classical neo-classical Economics & Business 
Management focuses on equilibrium positions in 
which asset allocation can be determined

• Complexity focuses on interactions in addition to 
inputs and outputs

• It is imperative that Complexity in Business & 
Economics is progressed as part of the mainstream

Systemic     Connectivity      Interactivity          Interdependence        Emergence      Paradigm shift        New Regime
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The world is complex & dynamic

The world we live in is Complex and more 
represents an organism rather than a mechanism

• Systemic & Holistic

• Path dependant

• Highly connected 

• Highly interactive & interdependent

• Positive Feedback driven

• Diverse, Dynamic & Evolving

• Creative and Destructive
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en



Organisations need to change their worldview to 
correspond to reality - connectivity

Connectivity

• Access to everything and everyone

• Integrated value chains

• Speed in real-time

• Communication potential

• Many to many, not one to one

• Multiple and simultaneous

• Nomophobia

4.2 billion internet users
3.1 billion social media accounts
8.1 billion mobile phone connections (5.1 billion users)

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en



Organisations need to change their worldview to 
correspond to reality – Interactivity & Interdependence

Interactivity & Interdependence

• Global reach and access

• Multiple channels

• Virtual value chains

• Speed & Volume in real-time

• Reliance  & Dependence

• Change orientated

• Feedback generating

4.75 billion posts shared on Facebook each day
269 billion emails each day
2.5 hours average online usage per day

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en



Organisations need to change their worldview to 
correspond to reality – Feedback

Feedback

• Positive, rather than negative

• Amplifying feedback loops

• Open, rather than closed

• Co-Evolutionary

• Possibilities & Potential forming

• Leading to Emergence

15 billion Tweets per month
38 billion WeChat messages per day

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en



Organisations need to change their worldview to 
correspond to reality – Emergence

Emergence

• Path Dependence

• Field of possibilities

• Stability

• Self-Organisation

• Confronting the status quo

• Tipping Point

• Leading to paradigm shift & new Regime

New industries – Uber, Deliveroo, Apps (205 billion) etc.
New currencies – Crypto Currencies – BitCoin, Ethereum, Lite Coin etc.
New politics – Brexit, Trump, La République en Marche etc.
New social structures – Social Media, Virtual Reality, Virtual Worlds  

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en



Organisations need to change their worldview to 
correspond to reality – Paradigm shift & new regime

Paradigm shift and new Regime

• New approach to situations

• New structures and solutions

• Creation & Destruction

• New ways of operating

• Adaptation & Exaptation

Sourced by Andreas Wasmuht



The Top 100 Economies

• 69 of the top 100 economies 
are corporates! 

• Walmart is bigger than any 
country apart from the G9

• The influence and responsibility 
of corporates is global

• This extends across all industry 
sectors, horizontally and 
vertically

• MNCs transcend borders and 
legislations

• Organisations will play a vital 
role in helping to address global 
issues as part of the overall 
ecosystem

• This also applies nationally and 
locally

Source: World Bank 2016



The Global issues – business must act

Source: United Nations



The Corporate Organism – situational dynamism  

• Establish

• Implement

• Repeat

• Act

• Establish

• Change

• Establish

• Design

• Control

• Explore

• Establish

• Change

Complex Complicated

GivenChaotic

Uncertainty

• One size does not fit all

• Business needs to operate in both a 
mechanistic and dynamic 
environment

• Situation and Context are everything

• Constraints and Freedom are 
assessed differently depending on 
the situation

• Industries and sectors lean towards 
one or more of these segments and 
change over time

• The perceived need to change varies 
and depends on an internal v 
external focus and interaction with 
the environment

Unknowns Knowns

Source: Andreas Wasmuht Based on Snowdon’s Cynefin framework



Social evolution – The whole is greater than the sum of its parts

• Social Responsibility relates to the entire Ecosystem
• United Nations: ”A company’s delivery of long-term 

value in financial, social, environmental and ethical 
terms.”

• Partnerships across the value chain are critical to 
fostering a different approach that can drive 
sustainable value

• Shared goals and objectives represent the cornerstone 
of Social Responsibility (e.g. long-term needs, 
resources, capabilities

• Shared and balanced Critical Success Factors follow 
that spell out the benefits and value for the partners

• Focus is on commitment and integration into business 
practices

• Shift from ‘doing no harm’ to ‘actively contributing’ to 
improvement

• Transform from the institution as a machine to the 
organisation as an organism (corporation > 
cooperation)

Market

Place

Work

Place

Environment Community

Ecosystem

Businesses
Customers
Shareholder

Vision and Behaviour
Employees
Environment and Patterns

Participation & Investment
Infrastructure
Investment

Stakeholders (e.g. Government)
Ecology
Society



Thank you

Thank  You



The corporate Organism

The Corporate

Organism

Vision

Mission

Values

&

Objectives

Plans

&

Governance

Communication

Interactivity

&

Stakeholders

• The organisation is an organism, rather than a machine

• Functions and processes are important but so are 
connectivity and interactivity

• It is the exchange of ideas that allow progress to be 
made

• Group behaviours and attitudes are key to the 
wellbeing of the organisation as a whole

• This extends beyond the organisation into the wider 
business value chain and society in general



Competition

Exclusive

Organisational
Interests

Co-operation

Inclusive

Global 
Vision

Economical

Political

Social

Consumption

Ignorance

Contribution

CommitmentEcological

Individual

• Investment into the developing world
• Towards a balanced economy
• Corporate Social Responsibility
• From machine to dynamic organism

• Representativeness & global outlook
• Detailed and accountable manifesto
• Cross-political vision and long-term plan
• Participation

• Social capital and co-operation
• Minimum and Maximum
• Rights and obligations
• Functioning & Capabilities

• Beyond renewables – nuclear fusion
• Securing water supplies
• Legally binding reduction in emissions
• Return to Agriculture 

• Self-actualisation is a richer source of wealth
• Embracing diversity
• From me, myself and I to us
• An attitude of Care about the world

In conclusion

Profit
Optimisation

Solution focused
InnovationTechnological

• Addressing global existential issues
• Collaboration across the Ecosystem
• Transnational coordination
• Including national and local implementation


